
20 to Knit: Pocket Pets: Twenty To Make
Looking for a fun and easy knitting project? Pocket Pets is the perfect book
for you! With 20 adorable patterns to choose from, you're sure to find the
perfect pet to knit for yourself, your friends, or your family. These pocket-
sized pets are perfect for taking on the go, and they're sure to bring a smile
to your face every time you see them.
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The Patterns

The patterns in Pocket Pets are all easy to follow, even for beginners. Each
pattern includes clear instructions, helpful tips, and plenty of photos to
guide you through the knitting process. You'll learn how to knit a variety of
stitches, including the knit stitch, the purl stitch, and the increase and
decrease stitches. You'll also learn how to assemble your pet, including
how to sew on the eyes, ears, and tail.

The patterns in Pocket Pets are divided into four sections: beginner, easy,
intermediate, and advanced. The beginner section includes patterns for
simple pets, such as the Teddy Bear and the Bunny. The easy section
includes patterns for slightly more challenging pets, such as the Cat and
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the Dog. The intermediate section includes patterns for pets with more
complex details, such as the Lion and the Elephant. The advanced section
includes patterns for pets with the most challenging details, such as the
Giraffe and the Monkey.

The Materials

You will need the following materials to knit the pets in Pocket Pets:

Worsted weight yarn in a variety of colors

Knitting needles in sizes US 6 (4 mm) and US 8 (5 mm)

Yarn needle

Stuffing

Eyes

Ears

Tail (optional)

Pocket Pets is the perfect book for knitters of all levels. With 20 adorable
patterns to choose from, you're sure to find the perfect pet to knit for
yourself, your friends, or your family. These pocket-sized pets are perfect
for taking on the go, and they're sure to bring a smile to your face every
time you see them.

So what are you waiting for? Grab your knitting needles and start knitting
today!
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